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We explore stochastic models for the study of ion transport in biological cells. Analysis of these models
explains and explores an interesting feature of ion transport observed by biophysicists. Namely, the average
time it takes ions to cross certain ion channels is the same in either direction, even if there is an electric
potential difference across the channels. It is shown for simple single ion models that the distribution of a path
共i.e., the history of location versus time兲 of an ion crossing the channel in one direction has the same distribution as the time-reversed path of an ion crossing the channel in the reverse direction. Therefore, not only is
the mean duration of these paths equal, but other measures, such as the variance of passage time or the mean
time a path spends within a specified section of the channel, are also the same for both directions of traversal.
The feature is also explored for channels with interacting ions. If a system of interacting ions is in reversible
equilibrium 共net flux is zero兲, then the equivalence of the left-to-right trans paths with the time-reversed
right-to-left trans paths still holds. However, if the system is in equilibrium, but not reversible equilibrium,
then such equivalence need not hold.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A biological cell interacts with its surrounding medium
through its membrane, which acts as gatekeeper between the
interior and exterior of the cell. The membrane is a lipid
bilayer that is essentially impermeable to ions, so that the
transport of ions between the interior and exterior of the cell
takes place through channels formed by proteins. The transport of ions through these channels plays an important role in
the function of the cells and hence in many processes of
biological interest. Ions diffuse and drift through an aqueous
pore as they move from a bath of one concentration to a bath
of another concentration. Ions diffuse from regions of high
concentration to regions of low concentration according to
Fick’s law 关1,2兴 in the absence of electric fields. They drift
due to electric fields caused by fixed charges in the channel
walls, charges from the other ions in the channel, the dielectric properties of the channel, and the transmembrane potential, according to Ohm’s law 关1,2兴.
The modeling of ion transport in solutions through channels is an area of intense research due to its complexity and
importance. Among the most common approaches in this
area one can find molecular dynamic simulations 关3–8兴,
Brownian dynamics simulations 关3–13兴, reaction-rate models
关2,3,14,15兴, and Nernst-Planck 共NP兲 electrodiffusion models
关2–5,7,8,14–18兴. This paper uses discrete-state models for a
one-dimensional channel, along the lines of both the
reaction-rate and NP electrodiffusion theories, to represent
the dynamics of ion diffusion across a channel between two
baths.
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The main focus of this paper is a symmetry between ions
traversing a channel in one direction and ions crossing in the
other direction, both for isolated ions and for interacting
ions. We first discuss the symmetry property in the simplest
model: that of a single-ion channel in discrete time and discrete space. The details are simplified by the fact that each
individual trans path has a positive probability in such a
model. Single-ion models are applicable to systems where
the concentrations are low enough that there is usually at
most one ion inside the channel at any given time or to
single-ion occupancy channels like the gramicidin channel
关19兴. The models in this family also serve as building blocks
for models with multiple ions. We then turn our attention to
models with multiple interacting ions. There we use a
discrete-space continuous-time model. The use of discrete
space permits analysis and simulation, while the use of discrete time avoids issues associated with ions simultaneously
making discrete jumps.
Although our analysis is done for discrete-space models
in both discrete and continuous time, the physical laws that
govern the channel are fundamentally continuous in nature.
Thus, we use discrete-state models that, in the limit of small
step size, converge to continuous-state models. Special interest is paid to preserving time-symmetry properties that may
be present in continuous-state models, to the discrete-state
models. The space discretization is done by dividing the
channel into N sites labeled 1 , . . . , N and considering the left
and right baths as sites 0 and N + 1, respectively. Figure 1
depicts this discretization. At any given time, ions can be
located in the channel or in either one of the baths, but they
cannot be located in the membrane because the membrane is
assumed impermeable to ions. Models can be closed or open.
Closed models include the channel and baths, so ions remain
in the system forever. Open models include the channel but
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Conservative birth-death process on
兵0 , . . . , N + 1其. Self-loops are omitted.

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Discrete-space model.

not the baths, so ions are killed when they reach the baths.
We study Markov models of an ion channel in this paper,
although there is growing evidence that ion channels cannot
be accurately modeled by Markov processes. See the discussion in Sec. VIII. An excellent description of the theory of
symmetry and reversibility for discrete-state processes is
given by Kelly 关20兴, which includes applications to migration processes, population genetics, and queueing systems.
Additional references for symmetric diffusions are given in
Sec. IV.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the discrete-space, discrete-time models for
a single-ion, and Sec. III proves the symmetry property for
the single-ion model. Sections IV–VI lay the groundwork for
examining the time symmetry of trans paths for an interacting ion model. Section IV relates discrete-state models to
continuous-state models. Section V begins the description of
models with multiple ions by working under the assumption
of no interaction among the ions and expressing the equilibrium distribution of an open channel as a grand canonical
ensemble. This viewpoint, which is grounded in statistical
physics, is exploited in Sec. VI to help motivate the model
for interacting ions. With this foundation, Sec. VII examines
the question of symmetry in an open-channel model with
interacting ions in equilibrium.

Next, consider a related open model, such that the location of the ion is represented by a discrete-time Markov
chain X̂ on 1 , . . . , N killed at the boundaries. Suppose that the
one-step transition probabilities pi,j are the same as those for
the closed model for i = 1 , . . . , N. Therefore X̂ is a birth-death
process killed at the boundaries, and it is depicted in Fig. 3.
Given that the ion is at state 1 at some time k, the ion next
jumps towards state 0 with probability p10 and vanishes, in
which case the Markov process is said to be killed at time
k + 1. Therefore, the process is not conservative.
III. EQUIVALENCE OF trans PATH DISTRIBUTION

The model described in Sec. II induces a probability distribution on the set of left-to-right trans paths and another
probability distribution on the set of right-to-left trans paths.
In this section these distributions are shown to be equivalent
under time reversal. The equivalence holds for arbitrary potential profiles, which can include the effect of induced surface charges, for continuous time and state, as well as for
closed models. A key to the proof is a concept of symmetry,
related to the notion of reversibility, of Markov processes.
Consider the open model described in Sec. II. Let ␥
= 共␥0 , . . . , ␥m兲 be a path of finite length m, where ␥b
苸 兵1 , . . . , N其 for b 苸 兵0 , . . . , m其 and 兩␥b − ␥b−1 兩 艋 1 for b
苸 兵1 , . . . , m其. A trans path is a path that starts at a boundary
and ends at the other boundary. Let SLR be the set of left-toright trans paths, consisting of all paths ␥ of the form

␥ = 共␥0 = 1, ␥1, . . . , ␥m−1, ␥m = N兲,

II. DISCRETE MODELS FOR SINGLE-ION MOTION

This section considers two related discrete-time Markov
chain models for single-ion motion. The models can be easily adapted to obtain continuous-time models. First, consider
a closed model, such that the location of the ion is represented by a discrete time Markov chain X on sites 0 , . . . , N
+ 1.
For i , j 苸 兵0 , . . . , N + 1其, the transition probability pi,j is the
probability the ion is at site j after one time step, given that
it is at state i at the beginning of the time step. Assume that
pi,j = 0 for j 苸 兵i − 1 , i , i + 1其 and that pi,j ⬎ 0 whenever 兩i − j 兩
= 1. Also assume that 兺 j pij = 1 for each i, so that the Markov
chain is conservative 共i.e., the total probability mass is 1 at
any time兲. This type of Markov chain is depicted in Fig. 2
and is known as a birth-death process. The drift of this process in state i is given by pi,i+1 − pi,i−1. The selection of transition probabilities to match diffusion coefficients and electric potentials 共including the effect of induced surface
charges on the dielectric channel boundary兲 of physical channels is discussed in Sec. IV.

where it is implicit that the ion jumps from the left bath into
site 1 just before time 0 and that it jumps from site N to the
right bath at time m + 1. Similarly, let SRL be the set of rightto-left trans paths, consisting of all paths ␥ of the form ␥
= 共␥0 = N , ␥1 , . . . , ␥m−1 , ␥m = 1兲. In this case, it is implicit that
the ion jumps from the right bath into site N just before time
0 and that it jumps from site 1 to the left bath at time m + 1.
For ␥ 苸 SLR let ˜␥ be the concatenation of ␥ and site N
˜␥ = 共␥0 , . . . , ␥m , N + 1兲—and
+ 1—i.e.,
let
PLR关␥兴
ª P1关˜␥ 兩 TN+1 ⬍ T0兴, where T0 and TN+1 are the destruction

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Birth-death process on 兵1 , . . . , N其 killed at
the boundaries. Self-loops are omitted.
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times at the left and right boundaries, respectively; e.g., T0 is
the time at which X̂ jumps from site 1 into the left bath,
where it is immediately killed. Similarly, for ␥ 苸 SRL, let
PRL关␥兴 ª PN关˜␥ 兩 T0 ⬍ TN+1兴 where ␥ˆ is the concatenation of ␥
and site 0.
For any finite path ␥ = 共␥0 , ␥1 , . . . , ␥m−1 , ␥m兲, define its
time-reversed path ␥rev = 共␥m , ␥m−1 , . . . , ␥1 , ␥0兲. Then, ␥
苸 SLR implies that ␥rev 苸 SRL and vice versa. The mapping of
␥ 苸 SLR to ␥rev is a one-to-one and onto mapping of SLR to
SRL. The symmetry equivalence result is stated as a proposition.
Proposition III.1. For any ␥ 苸 SLR, PLR关␥兴 = PRL关␥rev兴.
The proof of this proposition is provided in Appendix A. It is
based on the detailed balance 关20兴 or V symmetry 关21兴 of
Markov chains.
Since ␥ in proposition III.1 is arbitrary and there is a
one-to-one and onto mapping of SLR to SRL, the distribution
of left-to-right trans paths is equal to the distribution of timereversed right-to-left trans paths. This equivalence holds for
arbitrary nonzero one-step transition probabilities of a birthdeath process and can be extended to the continuous-state
process obtained as the diffusion limit of this Markov chain
关22兴 for arbitrary potential profiles.
The equivalence explains why the mean passage times
obtained in 关19兴 for channels with single-ion occupancy are
symmetrical around zero transmembrane potential. The potential profile in 关19兴 has two components: a linear component with slope  and a nonlinear component that is symmetrical around the center of the channel. A trans path from
left to right when the linear component has slope  sees the
same potential profile as the time-reversed trans path when
the linear component has slope −. Since the trans paths
from right to left are equal in distribution to the timereversed left-to-right trans paths for any potential profile, the
trans paths from left to right when the linear component has
slope − are equal in distribution to those trans paths from
left to right when the linear component has slope . This
observed symmetry of transit time distributions as a function
of transmembrane potential around zero transmembrane potential relies on the assumption that the nonlinear component
of the potential is symmetric about the center of the channel.
However, the equivalence in distribution of the left-to-right
trans paths and the time-reversed right-to-left trans paths
holds for any potential profile.
The equivalence in distribution of the left-to-right trans
paths and the time-reversed right-to-left trans paths also explains why the average translocation time in 关23兴 does not
depend on the direction in which the ion translocates. The
result given here is stronger than the equivalence of mean
passage times. It states that the distribution of these paths is
equivalent when they are time reversed. For example, not
only is the mean duration of these paths equal, but other
measures, such as the variance of passage time or the mean
time a path spends within a specified section of the channel,
are also the same for both directions of traversal. This sounds
counterintuitive at first, but it results from the fact that an ion
that diffuses against a strong electric potential must do so
quickly or else it will be much more unlikely to cross at all.

IV. MARKOV CHAINS ASSOCIATED WITH REVERSIBLE
DIFFUSION PROCESSES

This section discusses symmetry and reversibility for diffusion processes and describes a space discretization procedure that preserves these properties. Space discretization enables easy computation and simulation, while preserving the
symmetry of continuous-state models inherent in the underlying physical forces. As mentioned in the Introduction, this
and the following two sections lay the groundwork for examining the time symmetry of trans paths for an interacting
ion model, by progression from single-ion models in this
section, to noninteracting ion models in the next section, to
interacting ion models in the section after that.
For the purposes of this paper, it suffices to consider a
one-dimensional diffusion, but the descriptions and procedures of this section apply to higher-dimensional processes
as well, as described in Appendix B. Let B be an open connected subset of R. A one-dimensional diffusion on B has a
backwards generator which is a second-order differential operator of the form
L = D

 2

,
2 +
x
x

such that D is a positive-valued function on B and  is a
real-valued function on B. The generator can be rewritten in
a more symmetrical 共as an operator兲 form as
L =


 
˜
+
,
D

x
x
x

where
˜ =−


D
.
x

The function  specifies the infinitesimal drift of the process,
and 2D specifies the infinitesimal variance of the process.
In addition, the behavior of the diffusion at the boundary
B of B must be specified, unless the diffusion cannot reach
the boundary, such as if B = R. Following Kent 关21兴, we shall
assume that the boundary behavior is a mixture of destroying
and normal reflection at the boundary. The boundary behavior is specified by the following condition for a function f on
B:

␣ f + ␤n

f
=0
x

on  B,

共1兲

where ␣ and ␤ are functions on B with 0 艋 ␣ 艋 1 and ␣
+ ␤ ⬅ 1 and n共兲 is the outward pointing normal vector at 
苸 B. If ␣ ⬅ 1, then the process is killed at the boundary and
the process is not conservative. If ␣ ⬅ 0, the process is reflected at the boundary and is therefore conservative.
Given a positive, twice continuously differentiable function v on B, the inner product of two functions  and  on B
relative to v is defined as 共 , 兲v = 兰Bvdx. The adjoint
operator of L with respect to the inner product 共· , · 兲1, denoted by L*, corresponds to the spatial derivative component
of the Smoluchowski diffusion equation—i.e.,  / t = L*
˜ = −D␤  u / x and u共x兲 being the potential function.
with 
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The diffusion specified by L and the boundary condition 共1兲
is said to be symmetric with symmetry density v, or simply v
symmetric, if 共L , 兲v = 共 , L兲v for all functions  and 
on B satisfying the boundary condition 共1兲. That is, L, under
the boundary condition 共1兲, is a self-adjoint operator with
respect to the inner product 共· , · 兲v. Appendix B discusses this
v symmetry for higher-dimensional diffusions.
The diffusion process is time reversible if it is statistically
the same when time runs backwards 共which requires that the
chain be conservative and stationary兲. A stationary diffusion
with equilibrium density v and the boundary conditions described is time reversible if and only if it is v symmetric
关21兴. However, a diffusion with destroying 共i.e., a nonconservative diffusion兲 can also be v symmetric for some v.
Given the diffusion coefficient D and a positive function v
on B, there is a unique choice of the drift function  for
which the diffusion is v symmetric 关21,24,25兴. Writing v in
the form v = ␣ exp共−u兲, where ␣ is a normalizing constant
and u is a twice continuously differentiable function on B,
the condition on the drift is

G 艌 3 max 2D共x兲.

u
D
−D
=
u
x
or, equivalently,
˜ =−D


u
.
x

˜
That is, v symmetry is equivalent to the drift function 
being the negative gradient, scaled by D, of a potential function u.
Given a v-symmetric diffusion process Ŵ, a sequence of
Markov chains 兵X̂N其N苸N is said to be associated with Ŵ if 共i兲
X̂N converges in distribution to Ŵ as N → ⬁ and 共ii兲 X̂N is V
symmetric, where V is a discretization of v.
Let us find a sequence of Markov chains associated with a
one-dimensional v-symmetric diffusion process Ŵ on 关0 , Lc兴
such that v共x兲 = exp关−u共x兲兴 for some energy function u共x兲.
Assume that the diffusion coefficient is D共x兲 ⬎ 0. Since the
process is v symmetric, the infinitesimal drift 共x兲 is given
by

共x兲 =

du共x兲
dD共x兲
− D共x兲
.
dx
dx

共2兲

Consider the channel being divided into sections of length
⌬x, where ⌬x = Lc / N is the space discretization parameter.
Let Vi = exp共−Ui兲, where Ui = u共i⌬x兲. We will specify a family of V-symmetric birth-death Markov processes X̂N, so that
as N → ⬁, the processes converge to Ŵ in distribution. The
processes are discrete in space. The remainder of this section
considers a discrete-time model, but it is straightforward to
adapt the procedure for a continuous-time model. Let the
time discretization ⌬t be such that as ⌬x , ⌬t → 0,

x苸关0,Lc兴

The V-symmetry condition 共see Sec. III兲 is that the transition
probabilities pij satisfy
exp共− Ui兲pi,j = exp共− U j兲p j,i

共3兲

for i , j 苸 兵1 , . . . , N其. Equation 共3兲 is trivially satisfied when
j = i. For j 苸 兵i − 1 , i + 1其, Eq. 共3兲 is equivalent to
1
pi,j exp共− U j兲 exp关− 2 共U j − Ui兲兴
=
=
.
p j,i exp共− Ui兲 exp关− 21 共Ui − U j兲兴

For i 苸 兵1 , . . . , N其 and j 苸 兵i − 1 , i + 1其 let
pi,j =

冉

冊

⌬t Di + D j
1
exp − 共U j − Ui兲 ,
2
2
共⌬x兲
2

共4兲

共5兲

where Di = D共i⌬x兲, and let
pi,i = 1 − 共pi,i+1 + pi,i−1兲.
Notice that

⌬t
共⌬x兲2

共6兲

must be small enough to keep the one-step

transition probabilities between 0 and 1, which is why a
lower bound was required on G. Then Eq. 共4兲 is satisfied, so
the discrete-time, discrete-space Markov process X̂N with
transition probabilities 共pi,j兲 is V symmetric as desired.
The one-step transition probabilities defined by Eqs. 共5兲
and 共6兲 do not make use of the original diffusion’s drift explicitly. Nevertheless, the drift of the sequence of Markov
chains converges to the drift  of the diffusion process, owing to Eq. 共2兲 and the symmetry of the processes.
To check convergence to the original diffusion process,
the main task is to check that the local drift and variance per
unit time of the discrete processes converge to the drift function  and twice the diffusion function, 2D, of the original
diffusion process, respectively. 共A rigorous proof of convergence in the distribution for random processes requires defining continuous-time versions of the discrete processes—
for example, by linear interpolation—and checking
conditions for tightness of their probability measures in path
space. See, for example, 关26–28兴 for details.兲
So it needs to be shown that w共x兲 = 共x兲 and that 共x兲
= 2D共x兲, where w共x兲 and 共x兲 are the limiting infinitesimal
mean and variance per unit time, respectively. This can be
easily checked from the first and second moments 共w1i and
w2i , respectively兲 of the unscaled jumps of the Markov chain
from site i—i.e., from
w共x兲 = lim

⌬x,⌬t→0

i⌬x → x

⌬x 1
w ,
⌬t i

共7兲

共⌬x兲2 2
关wi − 共w1i 兲2兴,
⌬x,⌬t→0 ⌬t

共8兲

w1i = pi,i+1 − pi,i−1 ,

共9兲

w2i = pi,i+1 + pi,i−1 .

共10兲

共x兲 = lim

i⌬x → x

where

共⌬x兲2
→ G,
⌬t
where
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Therefore, the sequence of Markov chains converges in
distribution to the original diffusion process as claimed.
V. NONINTERACTING STEADY-STATE MODELS

This section continues to move towards a model with interacting ions by considering the simplest models with multiple ions. Namely, the ions behave independently, each according to a single-ion model of the type discussed
previously. We also switch to taking the discrete-state models
to be in continuous time, because it naturally leads to only
one ion moving at a time, leading to a much smaller number
of possible transitions. First a closed single-ion model is
specified, then a closed noninteracting model is specified,
and finally an open noninteracting model is derived as the
infinite ion limit of the closed model. The equilibrium distribution of the open noninteracting model is expressed in
terms of the internal energy of the corresponding state configuration, which, in the terminology of statistical mechanics,
is a grand canonical ensemble 关29兴. The statistical equivalence of left-right and right-left trans paths for any ion holds
for the models of this section, because the statistical behavior
of each ion in the channel follows a single-ion model of the
type considered earlier.

qi,j = − 共qi,i−1 + qi,i+1兲,
except for q0,0 = −q0,1 and qN+1,N+1 = −qN+1,N. At this point M
is just a parameter value, but later on it will represent the
number of ions. The constants M, L, and R affect the entrance rates from the baths into the channel, as can be observed in Eqs. 共12兲 and 共13兲. As indicated in Sec. IV, this
Markov process X is reversible, its scaled limit corresponds
to an electrodiffusion process with diffusion coefficient D共x兲
and drift vector field 共x兲, and its equilibrium distribution is
a discretized version of the equilibrium distribution of the
limit diffusion.
The equilibrium distribution  苸 RN+2 is of the Boltzmann
type—i.e.,

=

冉

␣=

M
M −U
e 0 + e−U1 + ¯ + e−UN + e−UN+1 .
L
R

qN+1,N =

Di + D j −共U −U 兲/2
e j i ,
2

共11兲

L D0 + D1 −共U −U 兲/2
e 1 0 ,
2
M

共12兲

R DN+1 + DN −共U −U 兲/2
e N N+1 ,
2
M

共15兲

The reversibility of X can indeed be verified by directly
checking the detailed balance equations iqi,j = iq j,i for all
i , j 苸 兵0 , . . . , N + 1其.
B. Closed noninteracting model

Let Lc be the length of the channel, and let u共x兲 be the
energy of the ion when it is located at x 苸 关0 , Lc兴, which can
include the energy due to fixed electric potentials, image
charges, and Born energy, for example. For x 苸 关0 , Lc兴, let
D共x兲 be the diffusion coefficient. Let space be discretized by
L
⌬x = Nc , and let Ui = u共i⌬x兲 and Di = D共i⌬x兲 for i 苸 兵0 , . . . , N
+ 1其. The ion follows a conservative Markov chain X on
兵0 , . . . , N + 1其, as described in Sec. II, but operating in continuous time. Thus, transition rates 共qi,j兲 will be specified,
rather than transition probabilities 共pi,j兲.
Given that the process 共without scaling兲 is in state i, its
infinitesimal drift is qi,i+1 − qi,i−1 and its infinitesimal variance
per unit time is qi,i+1 + qi,i−1. These expressions match those
on the right-hand sides of Eqs. 共9兲 and 共10兲 with p’s replaced
by q’s. Therefore, the construction of the associated discretestate processes in Sec. IV carries over to continuous time,
yielding the following choice of transition rates, for some
positive constants M, L, and R. For 兩i − j 兩 = 1, i ⫽ 兵0 , N
+ 1其,

q0,1 =

共14兲

where ␣ is a positive normalizing constant given by

A. Closed single-ion model

qi,j =

冊

1 M −U −U
M
e 0,e 1, . . . ,e−UN, e−UN+1 ,
␣ L
R

共13兲

and qi,j = 0 for all other i ⫽ j. The diagonal of the transition
rate matrix is given by

Given an integer M 艌 1, a closed model of M noninteracting ions is now considered, where each of the ions behaves
according the closed single-ion model just described. Let ni
苸 兵0 , . . . , M其 be the number of ions at site i, and let nជ
= 共n0 , . . . , nN+1兲, where n0 + ¯ + nN+1 = M. Since the ions are
assumed to be independent, the joint equilibrium distribution
of the ions, denoted by ⌸, can be obtained from the equilibrium distribution of the single-ion model 共14兲 as
⌸共nជ 兲 =
共a兲

=

冉
冉

冊

M
共0兲n0 ¯ 共N+1兲nN+1
n0 ¯ nN+1
M!
n0 ! ¯ nN+1!

冉

冊

冊

冉

冊
冊

M −U n0 −U n
M −U
e 0 共e 1兲 1 ¯ 共e−UN兲nN
e N+1
L
R
⫻
M −U
M
e 0 + e−U1 + ¯ + e−UN + e−UN+1
L
R

冉

nN+1

M

,

共16兲
where 共a兲 follows from Eqs. 共14兲 and 共15兲 and the expression
for multinomial coefficients:

冉

冊

i
i!
=
.
j0 ¯ ja
j 1 ! . . . j a!

The rates at which ions jump from one site to the other in
this model are proportional to the corresponding transition
rates between sites of the individual ion processes. The proportionality constants are the number of ions at the site
where the jump originates—i.e.,
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q共n1,. . .,ni,n j,. . .,nN兲,共n1,. . .,ni−1,n j+1,. . .,nN兲 = niqi,j ,
where qi,j are the transition rates of the single-ion process,
given by Eqs. 共11兲 and 共12兲. It is easy to check that these
transition rates are ⌸ symmetric and that they correspond to
a conservative process; hence, the model is reversible. Due
to the reversibility of the process, the equivalence in distribution of the time-reversed trans paths holds in this model as
well.
Denote the total number of ions inside the channel 共so not
in the baths兲 by a = n1 + ¯ + nN and let n̂ = 共n1 , . . . , nN兲. The
marginal distribution of the ions inside the channel, denoted
by ⌸̂, can be obtained from Eq. 共14兲 as
⌸̂共n̂兲 =
共a兲

=

冉

+ ¯ + exp共−UN兲兴 ions inside the channel in steady state, and
this number can be tailored to whatever desired value
through  by scaling R and L, as can be noticed from Eq.
共18兲.
The equilibrium distribution of this open model can be
expressed as a grand canonical ensemble 关29兴 with an internal energy function V, as follows:
P共n̂兲 =

where the internal energy function is given by

冊

N

V共n̂兲 = 兺 niUi

M
共1兲n1 ¯ 共N兲nN共0 + N+1兲 M−a
n1 ¯ nN M − a

i=1

and ␣ˆ is a constant chosen so that P共n̂兲 is a probability
distribution. The constant ␣ˆ , also called the partition function, is given by

共M − a + 1兲共M − a + 2兲 ¯ 共M − 1兲M 共e−U1兲n1
¯
n 1!
Ma
⫻

冉

1
共e−UN兲nN a
 1 + 共e−U1 + ¯ + e−UN兲
n N!
M

冊

−M

,
共17兲

where 共a兲 follows by substituting Eqs. 共14兲 and 共15兲, rearranging terms, and

ª

冉

e−U0 e−UN+1
+
L
R

冊

−1

共18兲

.

␣ˆ =

A reversible open noninteracting model is now obtained
by taking M → ⬁ in the closed model just described. Notice
that as M → ⬁, the entrance rates q0,1 and qN+1,N from the
baths into the channel of the closed single-ion model, given
by Eqs. 共12兲 and 共13兲, converge to zero. However, the other
transition rates, given by Eq. 共11兲, remain the same. The
equilibrium distribution for one individual ion, given by Eq.
共14兲, converges to

冉

冊

 −U

e 0,0, . . . ,0, e−UN+1 ,
L
R

共19兲

which indicates that for large M, the ion will tend to stay out
of the channel. However, since there are many ions in the
closed model, the channel need not be empty most of the
time.
The equilibrium distribution of the limiting open model,
denoted by P, is obtained from the marginal distribution of
ions inside the channel of the closed model 共17兲 as
P共n̂兲 = lim ⌸̂共n̂兲 =
M→⬁

⫻

冉

冉

共e−UN兲nN
n N!

冊

j,n1,. . .,nN艌0:

 je−V共n̂兲
= exp关共e−U1 + ¯ + e−UN兲兴.
n 1 ! ¯ n N!

The transitions rates in the closed model involving an ion
already in the channel do not depend on N and thus will be
the same in the limiting open model. Given a state n̂ and 0
艋 i , j 艋 N + 1 with 兩i − j 兩 = 1, let n̂i,j denote the state obtained
from state n̂ by transferring an ion from site i to site j. For
example, if 1 艋 i , j 艋 N,
n̂ij = 共n1, . . . ,ni − 1, . . . ,n j + 1, . . . ,nN兲,
n̂1,0 = 共n1 − 1,n2, . . . ,nN兲,
n̂N+1,N = 共n1, . . . ,nN−1,nN + 1兲.
For 1 艋 i 艋 N, 0 艋 j 艋 N + 1, and 兩i − j 兩 = 1, the following transition rates for the open model are the same as those for the
closed model:
qn̂,n̂i,j = niqi,j = ni

Di + D j −共U −U 兲/2
e j i .
2

共20兲

It remains to specify transition rates for ions entering the
channel. In the closed system there are M 0 ions at the left
bath on average and each one enters the channel at a rate
q0,1. Therefore, in the open model, independent ions enter the
channel from the left bath at a 共total兲 rate given by

共e−U1兲n1
exp共− e−U1兲 ¯
n 1!

冊

兺

n1 + ¯ + nN = j

C. Open noninteracting model

→

1 n1+¯+nN −V共n̂兲
e
,
␣ˆ n1 ! ¯ nN!

共a兲

qn̂,n̂0,1 = lim M 0q0,1 = Le−U0
M→⬁

D0 + D1 −共U −U 兲/2
e 1 0 ,
2
共21兲

exp共− e−UN兲 ,

which is the product distribution corresponding to N independent Poisson random variables with parameters  exp共
−Ui兲 for i 苸 兵1 , . . . , N其. On average, there are 关exp共−U1兲

where 共a兲 follows from Eqs. 共12兲 and 共19兲 and L = 1. 共Later
we consider different choices of L, leading to a nonreversible model.兲 Similarly, independent ions enter the channel
from the right bath at a 共total兲 rate given by
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qn̂,n̂N+1,N = lim M N+1qN+1,N
M→⬁

= Re−UN+1

DN+1 + DN −共U −U 兲/2
e N N+1 ,
2

共22兲

where, for now, R = 1. It can be easily checked that the transition rates of this open model 共with L = R = 1兲 given by
Eqs. 共20兲–共22兲 are P symmetric. Therefore this conservative
process is reversible. Intuitively speaking, the reversibility is
inherited, in the limit, from the closed model.
We pause to make some observations about the open
model. The rates for transitions which preserve the number
of ions in the system can be expressed in terms of the difference in internal energy of the system. Specifically, if 1
艋 i , j 艋 N with 兩i − j 兩 = 1, then
qn̂,n̂i,j = ni

Di + D j −关V共n̂i,j兲−V共n̂兲兴/2
e
.
2

共23兲

Equation 共23兲 does not hold for the transitions in which an
ion enters or exits the system.
The only transition rates for the open model that depend
on  are the entrance rates for new ions, given by Eqs. 共21兲
and 共22兲. So far, we have assumed L = R = 1. But if L = R
=  for any positive constant , then the constant  can be
incorporated into the constant , so that the resulting process
is reversible whenever L = R.
The constants L and R do not separately appear in the
transition rate for the open system, though they do influence
.
The reason is, intuitively, that a smaller value of L in the
closed model leads to a larger number of ions in the left bath,
which tends to offset the small value of L. Moreover, the
ratio of the entrance rate on the left to the entrance rate on
the right is given by
qn̂,n̂0,1
qn̂,n̂N+1,N

=

L D0 + D1 −关共U +U 兲/2−共U +U 兲/2兴
N
N+1
e 0 1
.
R DN + DN+1

case that the baths are large and rapidly mixing. The interaction that incoming ions experience inside the channel causes
the entrance rates from the baths into the channel to depend
on the channel state. A special case is considered by assuming that there is a neutral 共interaction-free兲 lobby at each end
of the channel to which ions jump from the baths. In this
case, the entrance rates do not depend on the channel state.
Let i,j denote the interaction energy between an ion at
site i and an ion at site j, which can be due to Coulomb or
Lennard-Jones potentials, for example. The interaction energy function i,j, along with the energy function Ui, can also
account for the effect of induced surface charges on the dielectric channel boundary, because the charge induced by a
particular ion is proportional to the charge on the ion.
It is assumed that this interaction energy function is
symmetric—i.e., i,j =  j,i. If i,j = 0, there is no interaction
between ions located at site i and those at site j. The interaction is incorporated by including an interaction potential to
the internal energy function, so that the internal energy function becomes
N

V共n̂兲 = 兺 niUi + VI共n̂兲,
i=1

where VI is the interaction potential defined by

i⫽j

The first summation in VI corresponds to the interaction energy between ions at different sites, and the second summation corresponds to the interaction energy between ions at the
same site. Multiple ions can be discouraged from being located simultaneously at the same site by letting

兵

i,i Ⰷ max

Thus, as long as L = R, the ratio is fixed by the diffusion
coefficient function D and potential function u.
Due to the reversibility of the process, the equivalence in
distribution of the time-reversed trans paths holds in this
model. Furthermore, the equivalence holds even if the system is not in equilibrium or if R ⫽ L, because each ion in
the channel independently follows an e−Ui-symmetric Markov process. Since the diffusion limit of the single-ion processes corresponds to an electrodiffusion process, it follows
from the independence between ions that the diffusion limit
of this open noninteracting model is a Nernst-Planck electrodiffusion process with diffusion coefficient D共x兲 and drift
共x兲.
VI. INTERACTING IONS IN REVERSIBLE EQUILIBRIUM

Building on the open noninteracting model of the previous section, in this section a reversible open interacting
model is suggested by adding an interaction energy term to
internal energy. It is assumed that the interaction is present
only inside the channel, not in the baths. This models the

N

N

1
1
VI共n̂兲 = 兺 nin ji,j + 兺 ni共ni − 1兲i,i .
2 i,j=1
2 i=1

max 兵Ui其,

i苸兵1,. . .,N其

max
i,j苸兵2,. . .,N−1其,i⫽j

兵i,j其

其

for i 苸 兵2 , . . . , N − 1其. This is appropriate if the channel is so
narrow that ions cannot pass each other inside the channel.
Given two distinct states n̂ and n̂⬘, the transition rate qn̂,n̂⬘
for the open interacting model is taken to be given by
qn̂,n̂⬘ = qn̂,n̂⬘e−关VI共n̂⬘兲−VI共n̂兲兴/2 ,
o

共24兲

o
denotes the transition rates for the open noninwhere qn̂,n̂
⬘
teracting model of the previous section. The reversibility of
the open noninteracting model implies that
o

o

Po共n̂兲qn̂,n̂⬘ = Po共n̂⬘兲qn̂⬘,n̂ .

共25兲

It follows immediately from Eqs. 共24兲 and 共25兲 that the open
interacting model is reversible with equilibrium distribution
given by P共n̂兲 = Po共n̂兲exp关−VI共n̂兲兴 / Z, where Z is a normalizing constant.
More explicitly, the transition rates for the open interacting model are given as follows. The rates for transitions preserving the number of ions in the channel are given by
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qn̂,n̂i,j = ni

Di + D j −关V共n̂i,j兲−V共n̂兲兴/2
Di + Di −共U −U 兲/2
e
e j i
= ni
2
2

冋冉

⫻exp −

1
共ni − 1 − ni兲i,j + ni j,j − 共ni − 1兲i,i
2

N

兺

+

na共a,j − a,i兲

a=1

a ⫽ i, j

冊册

共26兲

for 1 艋 i , j 艋 N and 兩i − j 兩 = 1. The rates for transitions involving an ion exiting the channel are given by
qn̂,n̂10 = n1

N

− 兺 ni1,i
i=2

冊册

and
qn̂,n̂N+1,N = nN

冋 冉

DN + DN+1
1
exp −
UN+1 − UN − 共nN − 1兲N,N
2
2

N−1

−

冋 冉

1
D1 + D0
exp −
U0 − U1 − 共n1 − 1兲1,1
2
2

niN,i
兺
i=1

冊册

.

Finally, the rates for transitions involving an ion entering the
channel are given by
qn̂,n̂01 = Le

−U0 D0

冋 冉

N

1
+ D1
exp −
U1 − U0 + 兺 ni1,i
2
2
i=1

冊册

an individual ion in the diffusion limit of this open interacting model is proportional to the gradient of the internal energy, with the other ions considered to be fixed, times the
diffusion coefficient. This interpretation relies on the fact that
in these continuous-time models only one ion jumps at a
time.
Reversibility of the model means that if the model operating in statistical equilibrium were filmed, then the same
statistical picture would result if the film were run backwards
in time. An observer might make a list of left-right trans
paths as follows. Each time an ion enters from the left, the
observer tracks the timed path of the ion. If the ion exits to
the right, the path is appended to the list of observed leftright trans paths. If the ion exits to the left, the record for
that ion is discarded. Similarly, an observer could make a list
of right-left trans paths. Due to the reversibility, the distribution of one of the left-right trans paths is the same as the
distribution of one of the time-reversed right-left trans paths.
This is true even though the ions interact with each other.
Also, the observer will see left-right trans paths occurring at
the same long-term rate as right-left trans paths. This is a
consequence of reversibility and can also be thought of as a
property inherited from a closed-channel model as the number of ions converges to infinity. In contrast, the rate of leftleft cis paths 共a cis path is traced by an ion exiting on the
same side that it enters兲 need not equal the rate of right-right
cis paths.
Throughout this section it was assumed that L = R = 1. As
in the case of the open noninteracting model, the choice L
= R =  for any  ⬎ 0 is equivalent to L = R = 1 and  replaced by , and in particular the model is reversible. In the
next section we explore, through simulation, a model with
 L ⫽  R.

and
qn̂,n̂N+1,N = Re−UN+1

DN+1 + DN
2

冋 冉

⫻exp −

N

1
UN − UN+1 + 兺 niN,i
2
i=1

冊册

VII. INTERACTING IONS IN NONREVERSIBLE
EQUILIBRIUM

,

where, for now, L = R = 1.
One motivation for the choice 共24兲 for transition rates is
that, if i,j ⬅ 0, the rates reduce to those of the noninteracting
model discussed in Sec. V C. A second motivation is based
on the discretization procedure of Sec. IV, which models the
motion of a single ion. Specifically, Eq. 共5兲 is used to define
transition probabilities, or transition rates, given an energy
function u and a diffusion function D, for a discrete space
model for single-ion motion. Those transition rates are a
function of the energy difference between the sites involved
in the jump. The diffusion limit of that discrete-space model
du共x兲
˜ 共x兲 = −D共x兲 dx and diffusion
has a drift function given by 
function D共x兲. We can identify V as a function of the position
of one ion with all the other ions fixed with the function U of
Sec. IV. Then, when the system state in this interacting
model is n̂, the jump of a single ion from site i to site j
causes an energy difference V共n̂ij兲 − V共n̂兲. Comparing Eqs.
共26兲 with 共5兲 one can infer that the local drift experienced by

This section discusses the effects of some of the system
parameters in this open interacting model and also investigates systems with L ⫽ R for which the equilibrium is not
reversible. It is assumed that the ions jump from the baths
into neutral lobbies that are part of the channel but where the
ions do not experience interaction with other ions in the
channel—i.e., 1,j = N,j = 0 for j 苸 兵1 , . . . , N其.
The ions at the neutral lobbies can move farther into the
channel where the ions experience an interaction with other
ions, or they can leave the channel. A channel of length Lc
L
= 1 ⫻ 10−8 m is considered with a space-step size ⌬x = Nc and
共⌬x兲2

time-step size ⌬t = 2D , where D is the space homogeneous
diffusion coefficient, which is assumed to be 1 ⫻ 10−9 m2 / s.
For simplicity, in this example, we do not include the effect
of induced surface charges on the dielectric channel boundary, but we stress that they are very important for accurate
modeling 关13兴, and in theory they can be incorporated into
the pairwise interaction potential  and energy u due to the
electric potential. Thus, it is assumed that the interaction energy is due to Coulomb potentials—i.e.,
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Effect of transmembrane potential on
distribution of trans path duration, dt = 1 ⫻ 10−9 s.

1
共Ze兲2
,
共x,y兲 =
4⑀r⑀kBT 兩x − y兩
where Z is the ion valence assumed to be +1, e is the proton
charge number ⬇1.602⫻ 10−19 C, ⑀ is the electric permittivity of free space ⬇8.854⫻ 10−12 F / m, ⑀r is the relative permittivity of the medium, kB is Boltzmann’s constant
⬇1.381⫻ 10−23 J / K, T is the absolute temperature which is
assumed to be 298 K, and x , y are the distances of the two
ions from the left bath. Let the energy u be due to a linear
electric potential
u共x兲 =

Ze Vm
x,
k BT L c

where Vm is the transmembrane electric potential—i.e., Vm
= V兵inside cell其 − V兵outside cell其, in units of volts. The relative permittivity is assumed to be that of water 共⬇80兲, and the transmembrane electric potential is assumed to be −70⫻ 10−3 V,
unless indicated otherwise. We also took L = R = 0.5.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the trans path duration
under three different transmembrane potentials regimes. The
left plot corresponds to the distribution of the left-to-right
trans path duration, and the right plot corresponds to the
distribution of the right-to-left trans path duration. It can be
observed that the distributions of path duration of both types
of trans paths are equivalent in all three regimes. This is
expected because the entrance rates corresponding to reversibility are used. It can be also observed that larger transmembrane potentials, in absolute value, reduce the time it takes
an ion to cross the channel. This is not surprising because
larger transmembrane potentials generate larger driving
forces on the ions.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the trans path duration
under three different Coulomb interaction strengths. Again,
the left plot corresponds to the distribution of the left-to-right
trans path duration, and the right plot corresponds to the
distribution of the right-to-left trans path duration. Notice
that the distributions of path duration of both types of trans

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Effect of Coulomb interaction strength on
the distribution of trans path duration, dt = 1 ⫻ 10−9 s.

paths are equivalent. The Coulomb interaction strength can
be increased by reducing the relative permittivity, and it can
be decreased by increasing the relative permittivity. The effect of changes in the relative permittivity on the viscosity of
the medium, and hence on the diffusion coefficient, is neglected in this example. The limit ⑀r → ⬁ would correspond
to the case without Coulomb interaction. Relative permittivities below that of water would correspond to channels that
are so narrow that there are gaps between water molecules. It
can be observed that the Coulomb interaction strength does
not have a monotonic effect on the time for ion crossing. At
first glance it seems surprising that higher Coulomb interaction strength would yield faster transit times, but this is due
to the fact that as the Coulomb interaction strength increases,
ions are discouraged from entering the channel and the system looks more like a single-ion channel.
So far, it has been assumed that L = R, leading to reversibility. In particular, if L = R, the entrance rates at the right
and left of the channel are such that, in the long run, the
number of left-right trans paths per unit time equals the
number of right-left trans paths per unit time. Even if L
⫽ R, the transition rates of the open noninteracting and interacting models are well defined. There is still an equilibrium probability distribution, even though it may be hard to
describe, and if the system is initialized with the equilibrium
probability distribution, it will be a stationary Markov process, remaining in the equilibrium distribution for all time. If
L ⫽ R, then the open noninteracting model is not reversible,
because the long-term rate of left-right trans paths would not
equal the long-term rate of right-left trans paths. Therefore,
if L ⫽ R, the symmetry condition 共25兲 for the open noninteracting model is violated. It follows, therefore, that the
open interacting model is also not reversible in the case L
⫽  R.
Intuitively, the case L ⫽ R means that the baths are so
large, or else are actively pumped by some other channel,
that the concentrations within the two baths are not in equilibrium as determined by the channel.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the trans path duration
under four different values for the pair 共L , R兲, as found by
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Effect of entrance rates on the distribution of trans path duration, dt = 2.5⫻ 10−9 s.

simulation. The left plot displays the distribution of the leftto-right trans path duration and the right plot displays the
distribution of the right-to-left trans paths duration. In the
two cases that L = R—namely, 共1 , 1兲 and 共5 , 5兲—the distributions of path duration are the same in each direction. The
case 共5 , 5兲 is the same as the case 共1 , 1兲, but with  increased
by a factor of 5, corresponding to a higher mean concentration of ions. We observe in this simulation that the duration
of transit times is longer for the larger .
In the two cases that L ⫽ R—namely, 共1 , 5兲 and
共5 , 1兲—the distributions of path duration in each direction
are similar, but definitely not the same. In particular, in the
case 共L , R兲 = 共1 , 5兲, so that there is a net flux of ions crossing from right to left across the channel 共fighting against the
transmembrane potential兲, the transit time from right to left
is typically markedly longer than the transit time from left to
right. It is conceivable that there is a choice of nontrivial
interaction potential and L ⫽ R such that the duration of
transit times is the same in each direction, but there is no
reason to think that they should generally be exactly the
same, and the simulations show that they definitely are not
always the same.
VIII. DISCUSSION

This paper points to the related concepts of reversibility
and v symmetry of Markov processes to explain the equivalence of the transit time distribution, observed in ion channels. Such equivalence holds even when ion-ion interaction
is taken into account, as long as the ratio of concentrations in
the left and right baths is in an equilibrium determined by the
channel.
We have used Markov models in this paper, even though
there are long-standing objections in the literature to the use
of Markov processes for the modeling of ion channels 共cf.,
e.g., 关30–36兴兲, and recently these objections have found support by direct experimental evidence 关37–40兴. In particular, it
is proposed that the holding time of a state, rather than having a memoryless distribution 共i.e., the exponential distribu-

tion for continuous time or the geometric distribution for
discrete time兲, should have a distribution with a heavy,
power-law tail. For such a distribution, the longer an ion has
been in a state, the longer it is likely to stay there. If the only
aspect of non-Markov behavior is the distribution of the
holding times, and not the selection mechanism for next
states, then the equivalence of trans path distributions for a
single ion described in Sec. III immediately carries over. If
there is non-Markov behavior also in the selection mechanism for the next states, then the process can perhaps be
embedded into a higher-dimensional Markov process. When
we discussed interacting ions, we relied more heavily on the
Markov assumption, because we described the dynamics using a potential function, and the potential function is a function of the state. If the process is not Markov, perhaps it
would be for a large state space. For example, the state could
include not only the position of an ion, but also its momentum or local speed. In the end, we 共1兲 point out that reversibility, per se, is easier to discuss and characterize for Markovian processes, but it can also hold for general timestationary random processes, and 共2兲 we leave it for future
research to determine whether our findings extend to nonMarkov models of interacting ions.
Reversibility has been studied in various guises for at
least 80 years. 关The principle of microscopic reversibility
was proposed by Tolman in 1924 共see 关41兴兲.兴 We suggest that
reversibility, when present, may be worth preserving, when
forming a discrete-state model from a continuous-state
model. A method for such discretization is described in Sec.
IV. Our motivation was to explicitly investigate a question
related to reversibility—namely, whether transit times are
equivalent in a nonreversible equilibrium with an ion-ion
interaction. It would be interesting to know if there are any
reasons related to numerical stability, for which reversibility
should be preserved in discretizing a model. Perhaps the fact
that the eigenvalues of reversible generators are real valued
offers an advantage.
Reversibility, if it could be established for a given channel, could be helpful to experimentalists. In particular, if
there is a significant trans-membrane potential, most of the
paths beginning at one side of the channel may be trans
paths, while most of the paths beginning at the other end
may be cis paths. Thus, it may be easier to isolate the transit
distribution by focusing measurement in one direction.
Accurately modeling transit times for ion channels is a
part of the puzzle of understanding the speed of communication within biological organisms. The fact that transit times
can be just as short for ions traversing against a potential as
with a potential may offer insights for system level analysis.
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APPENDIX A: EQUIVALENCE OF trans PATHS

The proof of proposition III.1 is provided in this appendix. The proposition is renumbered A.1
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Proposition A.1. For any ␥ 苸 SLR, PLR关␥兴 = PRL关␥rev兴.
Proof. Note that
共b兲
P1关˜␥,TN+1 ⬍ T0兴 共a兲
P1关˜␥兴
= 1
=
PLR关␥兴 = 1
P 关TN+1 ⬍ T0兴
P 关TN+1 ⬍ T0兴

兺

P 1关 ␥ 兴

=

兺

␥⬘苸SLR

P 1关 ␥ ⬘兴

共a兲

P 关␥˜⬘兴
1

PLR关␥兴 =

P N关 ␥ 兴

PRL关␥兴 =

兺

␥⬘苸SRL

P N关 ␥ ⬘兴

共A2兲

.

冦

i = 1,

Vi ª p1,2 p2,3 ¯ pi−2,i−1 pi−1,i
,
pi,i−1 pi−1,i−2 ¯ p3,2 p2,1

i 苸 兵2, . . . ,N其.

冧

Vj

=

p j,i
.
pi,j

共A4兲

By the Markov property, the probability of a particular path
␥ of length m, given the initial state of the process is ␥0, can
be expressed as
P␥0关␥兴 = p␥0,␥1 p␥1,␥2 ¯ p␥m−2,␥m−1 p␥m−1␥m .

共A5兲

Then,
P1关␥兴 共a兲 p1,␥1 p␥1,␥2 ¯ p␥m−2,␥m−1 p␥m−1,N
=
PN关␥rev兴 pN,␥m−1 p␥m−1,␥m−2 ¯ p␥2,␥1 p␥1,1
=

=

␥1 V ␥2

V 1 V ␥1

¯

V␥m−1 VN
V␥m−2 V␥m−1

=

VN
V1

,

共A6兲

where 共a兲 follows from by Eq. 共A5兲 and 共b兲 from Eq. 共A4兲.
Let ␣ ª VN / V1. Then, Eq. 共A6兲 becomes

␥⬘苸SRL

PN关␥⬘rev兴

The symmetry discussion presented in Sec. IV for onedimensional diffusions is extended to higher-dimensional
diffusions in this appendix.
Let B be an open connected subset of Rm. An
m-dimensional diffusion on B has a backwards generator
which is a second-order differential operator of the form

 2

+ 兺 i ,
 xi  x j
 xi
i

such that D is a symmetric, positive-definite matrix-valued
function on B and  is a vector field on B. The generator can
be rewritten in a more symmetrical 共as an operator兲 form as
L = 兺
i




˜i ,
Di,j
+兺
 xi
xj
 xi
i

where
˜ =  − 兺  Dij .

i
i
j xj
The vector field  specifies the infinitesimal drift of the process, and 2D specifies the infinitesimal covariance of the
process.
In addition, the behavior of the diffusion at the boundary
B of B must be specified, unless the diffusion cannot reach
the boundary, such as if B = Rm. Following Kent 关21兴, we
shall assume that the boundary behavior is a mixture of destroying and normal 共relative to D−1兲 reflection at the boundary. Specifically, if  苸 B, the outward normal 共relative to
D−1兲 vector n共兲 is the outward-pointing vector such that
关n共兲兴TD−1共兲v = 0 for all vectors v tangent to B at , normalized so that 关n共兲兴TD−1共兲n共兲 = 1. The boundary behavior
is specified by the following condition for a function f on B:

␣ f + ␤n · f = 0

p␥1,1 p␥2,␥1 ¯ p␥m−1,␥m−2 pN,␥m−1

兺

APPENDIX B: SYMMETRIC DIFFUSIONS

p1,␥1 p␥1,␥2 ¯ p␥m−2,␥m−1 p␥m−1,N

共b兲 V

␣ PN关␥⬘rev兴

PN关␥rev兴

=

where 共a兲 follows from Eq. 共A1兲, 共b兲 from Eq. 共A7兲, 共c兲
because the mapping of ␥ 苸 SLR to ␥rev is a one-to-one and
䊐
onto mapping of SLR to SRL, and 共d兲 from Eq. 共A2兲.

i,j

共A3兲

兺

␥⬘苸SLR

L = 兺 Dij

Then Vi pi,j = V j p j,i for all i , j 苸 兵1 , . . . , N其. This relation is
known as V symmetry 关21兴 or as detailed balance 关20兴. If X̂
were conservative, then V symmetry would imply that V is
proportional to the equilibrium distribution of X̂, and X̂
would be a reversible process 关20,42兴.
Thus, for all i , j 苸 兵1 , . . . , N其,
Vi

P 1关 ␥ ⬘兴

共c兲

= PRL关␥rev兴,

Let
1,

兺

␣ PN关␥rev兴

=

共d兲

共A1兲

where 共a兲 follows because ˜␥ implies TN+1 ⬍ T0; 共b兲 follows
because all paths exit through one of the boundaries, so the
probability of exiting through the right boundary is simply
the sum over all those paths that exit through the right
boundary; and 共c兲 follows because P1关˜␥兴 = P1关␥兴pN,N+1, so
that pN,N+1 in the numerator and denominator cancel each
other out. Similarly, for ␥ 苸 SRL,

共b兲

P 1关 ␥ 兴

␥⬘苸SLR

,

共A7兲

Thus,

P1关˜␥兴
␥⬘苸SLR

共c兲

P1关␥兴 = ␣ PN关␥rev兴.

on  B,

共B1兲

where ␣ and ␤ are functions on B with 0 艋 ␣ 艋 1 and ␣
+ ␤ ⬅ 1. If ␣ ⬅ 1, then the process is killed at the boundary
and the process is not conservative. If ␣ ⬅ 0, the process is
reflected at the boundary and is therefore conservative.
Given a positive, twice continuously differentiable function v on B, the inner product of two functions  and  on B
relative to v is defined as 共 , 兲v = 兰Bvdx. The diffusion
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specified by L and the boundary condition 共B1兲 is said to be
symmetric with symmetry density v, or simply v symmetric,
if 共L , 兲v = 共 , L兲v for all functions  and  on B satisfying the boundary condition 共B1兲. That is, L, under the
boundary condition 共B1兲, is a self-adjoint operator with respect to the inner product 共· , · 兲v. Kolmogorov 关24兴 initiated
the study of symmetric diffusion processes. Ikeda and Watanabe 共关25兴, pp. 275–281兲 gave an elegant description of
Kolmogorov’s results in the framework of stochastic differential equations on manifolds. The paper of Kent 关21兴 is
readable without much knowledge of differential geometry
and treats boundaries. Symmetric Markov processes are also
central in the study of Dirichlet forms, where the Dirichlet
form of a v-symmetric diffusion is the bilinear mapping
共 , 兲 → 共 , −L兲v 关43兴.
The diffusion process is time reversible if it is statistically

the same when time runs backwards 共which requires that the
chain be conservative and stationary兲. A stationary diffusion
with equilibrium density v and the boundary conditions described is time reversible if and only if it is v symmetric
关21兴. However, a diffusion with destroying 共i.e., a nonconservative diffusion兲 can also be v symmetric for some v.
Given the diffusion matrix D and a positive function v on
B, there is a unique choice of the drift vector field  for
which the diffusion is v symmetric 关21,24,25兴. Writing v in
the form v = ␣ exp共−u兲, where ␣ is a normalizing constant
and u is a twice continuously differentiable function on B,
the condition on the drift is  = 共 · D兲T − D · u or, equiva˜ = −D · u. That is, v symmetry is equivalent to the
lently, 
˜ being the negative gradient, scaled by D, of a
vector field 
potential function u.
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